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Yzing Politics Rationality Behavior And
Writing decades ago, Richard Hofstadter and Arthur Schlesinger Jr. knew what it was like to feel democracy slipping away. Here are their lessons for today.
Summer Reading for Democrats and Never Trumpers
We must subject our actions to the crucible of morality and ethics to see whether our actions are justifiable and conforms to acceptable behavior of rational human beings. Then the question is ...
Totally misunderstanding political leadership
Russia and China, as well as some of America's closest allies, are not only questioning the rationality of this country's politics ... as the more irrational behavior plaguing the nation.
COVID-19, culture wars, gun violence show America's irrationality
or the Politics of Institutional Change (pp. 92-118) In Chapter 2, I defined rationality as goal-oriented optimal behavior. Thus, each actor’s behavior is assumed to be an optimal response to other ...
Nested Games: Rational Choice in Comparative Politics
In world politics, anarchy is an old and continuing story ... ready pretext for every manner of manipulative foreign policy intervention. Over time, such behavior has triggered repeated systemic ...
Politics, Law and the Triumph of Chaos
Where, oh where are we headed? Like many people I know, I’m finding it hard to keep up with all that’s happening around the country, and that’s not because we’re just too busy. I think it’s because it ...
Columnist Karen Gardner: A country in crisis
Some think tank or polling organization should ask 1,000 Americans: What is the best thing most Americans can do to make the country better?Presumably, those most influenced by their schooling ...
The Best Thing Most Americans Can Do to Make America Better
Unlike his father, whose scholarship downplayed ideology and emotion and instead characterized political behavior as the expression of rational economic self-interest, the younger Schlesinger believed ...
Worried About Democracy? Here’s Some Summer Reading For You
The biggest forces in society – whether they are corporations or social media or other – don’t care whether you are liberal or conservative. What they care about – in the name of preserving power and ...
Column: Two guys see society
Lauren Berlant (Showing Up),” 2019. (Courtesy of the artist / Estate of Lauren Berlant) Lauren Berlant, a pioneering scholar and cultural theorist, died on June 28 of a rare form of cancer. A ...
‘What Would It Mean to Think That Thought?’: The Era of Lauren Berlant
The University of Hong Kong announced on Tuesday it was cutting ties with its student union after a strong backlash against the union members' glorification of an attempt to kill a police officer on ...
HKU severs ties with student union over glorification of attack
“When you look at how the law has influenced policing, including Supreme Court decisions, local governments, and national politics, and everything ... police to take stronger control over people’s ...
On police reform, US can learn from its own history
When we let price tell the truth, it’s often upsetting of the status quo. Eventually, behavior changes, substitutes like transit, carpooling, working from home, and others resolve the issue and the ...
Letting Prices Tell The Truth About Housing And Parking
A transactional “do/get” value exchange establishes functional bonds of brand loyalty, but emotional bonds are key in a post-pandemic world.
With Brand Loyalty, Emotion-Based Strategies Are the Future
Reducing news to hard lines and side-taking leaves a lot of the story untold. Progress comes from challenging what we hear and considering different views.
Today’s Premium Stories
Relying on notions of “harm” and “psychobiological dysfunction” can result in “fuzzy” categorizing of mental disorders.
Defining Mental Disorders Can Be a “Fuzzy” Affair
A rational actor... 3 Game Theory and Human ... sociology, psychology, and political science, as well as biology insofar as it deals with animal and human behavior. These disciplines have distinct ...
The Bounds of Reason: Game Theory and the Unification of the Behavioral Sciences
In Gabriel García Márquez’s classic novel “One Hundred Years of Solitude,” one of the afflictions the denizens of his fictional town of Macondo suffer is an insomnia plague. Most yanqui readers ...
The second edition of the bestselling The SAGE Handbook of Organizational Institutionalism has been thoroughly revised with new chapters added, bringing together extensive coverage of aspects of Institutional Theory.
Over the past two decades, new models and methodologies for understanding processes of change have been developed in the natural sciences, economics and the social sciences: chaos theory and new evolutionary theory, path dependency and neo-institutional economics, the theories of multilinear modernization and historical institutionalism. All six paradigms contain notions of non-linearity, partial determination, and irreversibility. What can the different disciplines learn from each other in better grasping and explaining complex forms of change in the contemporary natural, economic and social world? How far
can models, methodologies and metaphors that have been used successfully in one disciplinary field be "exported" and meaningfully applied in others fields? Each model is here presented by a main article and then discussed by representatives of the other two disciplinary fields exploring the possibilities of cross-disciplinary borrowing and exchange. This highly integrated volume represents a rare example of a successful cross-disciplinary dialogue, with a stellar list of authors directly addressing each others' contributions.
Recent scandals and controversies, such as data fabrication in federally funded science, data manipulation and distortion in private industry, and human embryonic stem cell research, illustrate the importance of ethics in science. Responsible Conduct of Research, now in a completely updated second edition, provides an introduction to the social, ethical, and legal issues facing scientists today.
2011 David Easton Award, presented for the best book by the Foundations of Political Theory section of APSA: "The Future of Democratic Equality, by Joseph Schwartz, takes on three tasks, and accomplishes all brilliantly. Any one of these tasks well fulfilled would have been a laudable achievement. First, Schwartz argues for the centrality of the question of equality to democratic politics. Second, he critically analyzes and explains the shocking rise in inequality in the United States over the last three decades. This he does with conceptual clarity, rich interdisciplinary analysis, and a thorough examination of hard
socioeconomic data. Third, he assails the near absence of concern for this soaring inequality among contemporary political theorists, and offers a cogent, and stinging, explanation that takes to task the discipline’s preoccupation with difference and identity severed from the pragmatics of democratic equality. The Future of Democratic Equality is a courageous and disciplined effort to tackle a hugely important political problem and intellectual puzzle. It well embodies the spirit of the Easton Book Award by providing well-grounded normative theory targeted to an urgent matter of contemporary concern. It is a must
read for anyone who cares about democracy." - Respectfully submitted by Leslie Paul Thiele, University of Florida (chair) and Cary J. Nederman, Texas A&M University Why has contemporary radical political theory remained virtually silent about the stunning rise in inequality in the United States over the past thirty years? Schwartz contends that since the 1980s, most radical theorists shifted their focus away from interrogating social inequality to criticizing the liberal and radical tradition for being inattentive to the role of difference and identity within social life. This critique brought more awareness of the relative
autonomy of gender, racial, and sexual oppression. But, as Schwartz argues, it also led many theorists to forget that if difference is institutionalized on a terrain of radical economic inequality, unjust inequalities in social and political power will inevitably persist. Schwartz cautions against a new radical theoretical orthodoxy: that "universal" norms such as equality and solidarity are inherently repressive and homogenizing, whereas particular norms and identities are truly emancipatory. Reducing inequality among Americans, as well as globally, will take a high level of social solidarity--a level far from today's fragmented
politics. In focusing the left's attention on the need to reconstruct a governing model that speaks to the aspirations of the majority, Schwartz provocatively applies this vision to such real world political issues as welfare reform, race relations, childcare, and the democratic regulation of the global economy.
Over the last five years, widespread concern about the effects of social media on democracy has led to an explosion in research from different disciplines and corners of academia. This book is the first of its kind to take stock of this emerging multi-disciplinary field by synthesizing what we know, identifying what we do not know and obstacles to future research, and charting a course for the future inquiry. Chapters by leading scholars cover major topics – from disinformation to hate speech to political advertising – and situate recent developments in the context of key policy questions. In addition, the book canvasses
existing reform proposals in order to address widely perceived threats that social media poses to democracy. This title is also available as Open Access on Cambridge Core.
This ethnographic study of adolescent social structure in a Michigan high school shows how the school's institutional environment fosters the formation of opposed class cultures in the student population, which in turn serve as a social tracking system.
early economic thinkers and classic works such as Cantillon (1755), Knight (1921), and Kirzner (1973). The paper opens by explaining how uncertainty and thus entrepreneurship disappeared from microeconomic theory as it became increasingly formalized (and stylized). It then goes on to bring the entrepreneur and entrepreneurial decision-making back into economic theory by focusing on the interrelationships among actors, knowledge, and perceived economic opportunities using a resource-based framework. The third paper in this section (Chapter 4) is by Foss and Klein, "Entrepreneurship and the Economic
Theory of the Firm: Any Gains from Trade?" Foss and Klein strongly link theories of the firm to entrepreneurship, arguing a fundamental and intrinsic connection between the two. They, like Mahoney and Michael, explain how entrepreneurship became less important in economic models as the general equilibrium model became dominant. Foss and Klein ask: Does the entrepreneur need a firm? They focus on the judgment of the entrepreneur and suggest that this judgment is exercised through asset ownership and starting a firm. Foss and Klein further argue that it is through this notion of judgment that
heterogeneous assets combine to meet future wants.
This report describes the results of a research project designed to determine the potential benefits of selective incapacitation. The data for this research consist of a survey administered to approximately 2,100 male prison and jail inmates in three states--California, Michigan, and Texas. They also include information from official records for the prison inmates. Section II reviews prior research on criminal careers and then describes the survey data on which this study is based. Section III introduces and describes the concept of selective incapacitation. Section IV summarizes findings on the distribution of individual
offenses and describes a predictive scale for identifying high-rate offenders. Section V estimates the potential impacts of selective incapacitation policies. The final section summarizes what the authors think they have learned about selective incapacitation and suggests the kind of research that remains to be done.
Aaron Ben-Ze'ev carries out what he calls "a careful search for general patterns in the primeval jungle of emotions."
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